20 JAN PROGRAM:
The speaker at our Zoom on-line meeting was David Hopper who was
introduced by Ken Lemke.
David W. Hopper, Philatelic Bibliography
David began collecting stamps as child. While there was a period of
reduced activity his collecting never truly went dormant. His father had
had an Australian pen-pal and as a result the primary focus has always
been on Australasia. David also became involved in the Society of
Australasian Specialists and spent many days being mentored by the late
Ed Williams of Buffalo, New York.
During a summer job in New Zealand he was introduced to the stamps of Papua and formed a
collection of Papuan official stamps and mail that eventually received a vermeil at the Australia
99 International.
Later between terms at University, David travelled to and worked in New Zealand. His job often
required working late and on his supper break David took some takeout to an up the back stairs
stamp shop in Auckland. He and the old crusty shop owner would discuss the state of the world
and stamps. One evening David was presented with a package of stamps and told he could not
look, but he was assured he would love the contents and could have the package for $NZ 25.
David took the bait and still has many of these stamps in his collection, This purchase formed the
basis of his collection of Papuan official stamps and mail that eventually received a vermeil at the
Australia 99 lnternational.
David has semi-dormant exhibits
 Official Stamps and Mail of British New
Guinea and Papua (lnternational Vermeil)
 The Travelling Post Offices of Queensland
(lnternational Vermeil, National Gold)
 The Squared Circle Cancellations of the
Northern Territory of Australia (one framer
which has won some special prizes (AAPE
Title Page), National Gold)
 The Postal Use of the 1978 Trees Issue of
Australia (One-frame, National Vermeil)
 C of A Perfins used in Great Britain
(National Vermeil)

1873 to USA

At this time almost all Queensland
international mail was to the UK.
A very scarce cover to USA via Southampton.

David is a former vice-president and former librarian of the Society of Australasian
Specialists/Oceania and former vice-president of the Papuan Philatelic Society.
EDITORIAL: I have been struggling with a ‘computer Armageddon’. To protect my
information I always kept parallel files on my desktop and laptop computers. Both computers
would not fail at the same time – NOT. They both failed within 24 hours of each other.
Fortunately one of my daughters helped me retrieve files from the laptop which gave me a big
sigh of relief. I have also had some problems with my new Epson ET-7550 wide format printer
which are not yet fully resolved but that is another story. I have a pretty good head of hair so I
still have plenty left even after pulling out hair in anguish.

Queensland – A Philatelic Miscellany
Zoom Presentation to the PSSC 20 Jan 2021 by David
Hopper
This summary has been prepared by your secretary based
on the Zoom presentation which is posted in the website.
This is just a taste of the material in the presentation
which may encourage to view the presentation in its
entirety on the website.
Aboriginals have been in Australia for more than 50,000
years and Queensland was the most populated state during
this period. Aboriginals did not write letters and there are
no postal items from this period except for message sticks
which did not contain messages but were a symbol of
authority of the messenger.
Between 1606 and 1823 various Dutch, Spanish, French
and English navigators explored the east coast of
Australia.
1855 Brisbane NSW

In the 1824 the Moreton Bay penal
settlement was established at the
location which became Brisbane.
Until 1859 Queensland was part of
New South Wales when the Colony
of Queensland was proclaimed.
The European population grew fast
from about 23,000 in 1859,
500.000 in 1900 and about 3
million in 1992. At the same time
the Aboriginal population was in
steep decline due to disease,
neglect etc.
1st Issue 2d

The first stamps were printed in London and issued in
1860 with Large or Small star watermarks which did not
register well because the paper was designed for other
colonies. The first issue was imperforate. David likes to collect these in pairs. He showed a pair
of 2d stamps that had been taken from a strip of three in an act of philatelic vandalism.

The first issues were based on the Chalon portrait.

Chalon Portrait

Later there were many variations: Brisbane printings, wide
range of papers and perfs – Stanley Gibbons has over 100
numbers with a myriad of sub-numbers.
Prior to 1879 Queensland depended on England for
designs, dies and printing plates. In 1879 Queensland
adopted surface
printing
1s Side Face Surface Printed
previously used
by New South
Wales
and
Victoria for the
First
Sideface
Issue with values
to 1s.
½d Overprint

The 1d value was overprinted with
“half-penny” for a 1½d newspaper
rate to England that was valid for only the 28 Feb 1880
voyage. Examples with the overprint reading downwards
are forgeries.

1880 2s Value

In 1880 there was a lithographed issue of values from 2s
to £1. For a short period there were separate issues for
duty and postal purposes. The values were valid but were probably never used
for postage.
In 1882 a Bradbury Wilkinson travelling salesman
1882 Bradbury Wilkinson High Values
was in Brisbane and received an order for high
value stamps B&W provided the plates and the
stamps were printed in Brisbane.
These basic stamps were on issue until the end of
Queensland stamps in 1913 with many variations:
recess and later lithography; 5 different papers;
Gold Share Transfer

multiple perforating machines; specimen
overprints and O S perfins.
Although these are high values, they did
have postal usages on shipments of gold
from the gold fields to the city banks.
David showed a revenue usage on a piece
of a gold share transfer certificate.

There were many variations on the side face design;
with or without shading behind the Queen’s head,
no values in the corners or values in two or four
corners; later some of the designs were changed.
David showed plate flaws and experimental
roulettes etc. There are about 150 Gibbons numbers
for these stamps with additional varieties. There
were also various OS perfins for official mail.

Experimental issue with zigzag roulette and
printed simulated roulette.

Almost all covers from this period have filing spike
holes as the main source was the basement of
Tattersalls in Hobart Tasmania which ran a very
popular betting service.
Boer War Patriotic Fund stamps were sold
at 1s and 2s with only 1d and 2d
respectively valid for postage. The UPU
did not recognize these stamps and they
could not be used on international mail.

Boer War Patriotic Fund

Used in British New Guinea

By some quirk of colonization Queensland became
the administrator of British New Guinea (later
Papua). David showed some covers with
Queensland stamps used in British New Guinea.
David then switched to “Other stuff” most of
which would qualify for the next PSSC Anthology
on “The Edge of Philately”.
Queensland had an enormous number of Railway
Parcel Stamps.
Railway Parcel Stamps

After the initial series shown at left they switched to
printing the name of each town with a railway post
office on the stamps. There are hundreds of different
stations and values. Some times they used the station
office number rather than the name.

Big users of the railway parcel service
had their own name printed on the
stamps.
The
barred
numeral
cancellations used in the railway post
offices had different numbers to the
post office in the local town which
adds to the interest.

Railway Stamps with Station Names

David showed a cover with several
values with the ‘Brisbane’ name
printed on them.

Brisbane Railway Stamps on Cover

These railway stamps continued in use
right into the decimal era from 1966.
Queensland had revenue stamps for
every conceivable purpose, more than
any other state in Australia with many
variations of design, size, shape,
watermark and value. Including
Stamp Duty and Adhesive Duty
stamps.
Stamp Duty Stamps

Adhesive Duty Stamps on Security Transfer

Impressed Duty to £500

David showed revenues up to very high values
including stamps from the late 1800s up to
£500 which was ‘real money’ at the time.
He also showed proof of decimal revenue
stamps up to $200.

Buffalo fly are a pest of the
cattle industry. The government
had a program to deal with the
problem and collected a tax on
all cattle sales to pay for it. The
tax was collected with Buffalo
Fly Control Stamps which went
up to £2. These also continued
into the decimal era.

Buffalo Fly Control stamps

There were also Swine Sales
stamps to pay for a program to
deal with some sort of Swine
pestilence.
Postal notes could be used to
send small sums of money.
Each one had a poundage of 3d.
The one illustrated is unusual
because it has a 1944 datestamp
of Field Post Office 073 which
was located at Finschafen HQ
in New Guinea. This does not
appear to have been paid out.

Swine Sales Stamps

David concluded by listing the
references that he uses for this
material.
The presentation was followed
by a lively discussion and
David was thanked by Bob
Vogel and David Foot, another
Australian specialist.
This is a very condensed
summary of the presentation the
full Zoom session is archived on
the PSSC website and can be
viewed there.

Postal Note Used in New Guinea

